
MCLA’s Advanced Lab experience is a sequence of two 

courses for senior physics majors.  The content of the 

course includes electronics and methods of data analysis, 

but a primary intent of the sequence is to provide a complete 

research experience for students.  

In the first semester, students research a topic, design an 

experiment, and write a proposal for funding.  The second 

semester is devoted to the experiment itself.  All students 

work on individual projects which they have designed and 

built themselves.  

Each week, students meet for group meeting, where they 

discuss their progress of the previous week and help one 

another with experimental challenges.  At the end of the 

second semester, in addition to writing a paper on their 

research, students prepare posters for presentation at 

MCLA’s annual Undergraduate Research Conference.

Because we are a small public liberal arts college, resources 

are scarce, and students are encouraged to be creative in 

designing experiments on a tight budget.   

Assessment of such a course of study can be 

challenging.  We have designed and present an 

assessment scheme that includes guidelines and 

rubrics for summarizing articles, writing a grant 

proposal, keeping a laboratory notebook, designing a 

poster, and writing a final paper.

Introduction

Course Sequence

Fall Semester

Content: Introduction to Electronics, Error Analysis

–September:  Choose an AJP article on which to base an experiment.

–Early October:  Submit two-page summary of chosen article.

–Mid-November:  Submit first draft of grant proposal for senior project.

–December:  Submit final draft of grant proposal.

Spring Semester

–Feb.1:  Apply for funds from MCLA.

–Mar 1:  Apparatus is built, preliminary data has been taken 

to ensure apparatus works.

–Apr 1:  Data has been taken and analyzed.

–Mid-Apr : Present poster at MCLA’s Undergraduate Research Conference.

–May:  Final paper is due.

Project Outcomes

–To summarize an article completely, concisely, and correctly

–To design and build an apparatus to explore a chosen physics question

–To develop a timeline and stick with it

–To apply for and get funds from MCLA to fund equipment needs

–To calculate the theoretical precision of designed experiment 

–To take useful, accurate data with calculated precision

–To keep a laboratory notebook that anyone can read and understand

–To analyze data (values and error) and derive meaningful conclusions

–To present results at the Undergraduate Research Conference with a poster

–To write up results in a paper in the style of an American Journal of Physics article

Grant Proposals
Excellent grant proposals have the following features:

–Specific and testable statement of research question

–Clearly stated goal and set of research objectives

–Clear and thorough scientific background

–Well-structured and logical rationale for justification of research

–Complete and clear explanation of experimental design

–Appropriate timeline

–Appropriate budget for equipment needs

–Written in appropriate style and with no grammatical errors

–Correct citation of at least two reliable sources

Posters 
are scored on the following features:

–Presence of basic information

–Clear and concisely written sections 

–Correct grammar and no typographical errors

–Professional appearance:  

intuitive layout, readable fonts and font sizes

–Relevant and completely labeled graphs

–Appropriate illustrations with complete captions

Laboratory Notebooks
Exemplary notebooks have:

–Complete theory and calculations

–Detailed diagram of experiment 

–Detailed explanation of how data is taken

–Daily log of research activities and data taken

–Actual data, either entered by hand or pasted in

–Complete analysis of results, including error analysis

–Reflection on results 

Article Summaries 
are graded on the following features:

–Explanation of the science of the article

–Demonstrated understanding

–Writing clarity

–Appropriate length, depth of summary.

–Structure of paper

–Grammar/punctuation
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